A pool resolution proof is a dag-like resolution proof which admits a depth-first traversal tree in which no variable is used as a resolution variable twice on any branch. The problem of determining whether a given dag-like resolution proof is a valid pool resolution proof is shown to be NP-complete.
Van Gelder defined pool resolution algorithmically; however, we shall use his characterization that a pool resolution proof is a dag-like resolution proof that admits a regular, depth-first traversal. A depth-first traversal defines a tree on the clauses in the proof, which is a subgraph of the dag. The tree is called "regular", provided that no branch in the tree that contains two clauses that are derived by resolution on the same variable.
Actually, Van Gelder defined pool resolution using an extended form of the resolution that allows any two clauses to be resolved with any resolution variable -regardless of whether the variable occurs appropriately in the clauses. This extended resolution rule was called the degenerate resolution rule by [3] .
A depth first traversal τ of a refutation R and the associated traversal tree T τ are formally defined as follows. If C is a non-initial clause in R and D is one of the hypotheses of the inference used to derive C, then we call D a child of C. We assume w.l.o.g. that R is rooted, that is, that every clause in R is a descendent of the empty clause. A depth first traversal τ of R is a sequence E 0 , E 1 , . . . , E p containing the clauses of R, each clause exactly once, starting with the empty clause. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, E i must be a child of an earlier E j , where j must be the maximum value < i such that not all of E j 's children occur among E 0 , . . . , E i−1 . In this case, E i is also a child of E j in the tree T τ induced by the traversal τ , and all edges in T τ are obtained in this way.
The traversal τ is called regular provided T τ has no branch that contains two clauses derived by resolution on the same variable. R is a pool resolution refutation if and only if it admits a regular depth first traversal.
The Pool Resolution problem is the decision problem of deciding whether a given dag-like resolution proof R is also a pool resolution refutation. Note that this problem is clearly in NP, since the algorithm can just non-deterministically guess a regular, depth-first traversal.
Theorem 1 The Pool Resolution problem is NP-complete.
To fully specify the Pool Resolution problem, we need to say how the dag-like proof R is presented. Our proof of Theorem 1 will make the strongest possible assumptions: First, we will work only with proofs R that are refutations in which all resolution inferences are standard. (A "refutation" is a proof that ends with the contradictory clause ∅.) Furthermore, the refutation R will be specified as a sequence of clauses, and each non-initial clause can be derived in exactly one way from the earlier clauses. Thus, R will admit a unique dag structure.
There have been a number of results, including [1, 2, 8, 9, 10] , about the hardness of finding resolution proofs, or of determining whether resolution proofs exist. Theorem 1, however, is more in the spirit of hardness results by Buss-Hoffmann [5] and Hoffmann [7] : these show that, given a particular resolution refutation, it is hard to determine if it satisfies extra conditions. The rest of the paper gives the proof of the theorem. The main construction for the proof will be a reduction from the NP-complete satisfiability problem Sat to Pool Resolution. An instance Γ of Sat consists of a set of m clauses
Given Γ, we will construct another set Π of clauses and a dag-like resolution refutation R of Π. The propositional variables in Π will be u i and v i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, c j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and one further variable y. We will prove that R is a valid pool resolution refutation iff Γ is satisfiable.
The root portion of the refutation R is shown in Figure 1 It should be noted that no clause appears more than once in R. In particular, the clauses c i are used multiple times in Figures 2 and 3 , but these represent multiple uses of the same clause, and each c i is derived exactly once as shown in Figure 4 .
Examining the refutation R in Figures 1-4 shows that the only way that a traversal τ can fail to be regular is for the resolution variable y to be used twice along some branch of T τ . In fact, the variable y is the only variable that is used twice along any directed path in R.
As shown in Figure 4 , the variable y is the resolution variable used to derive each clause c j . It is also used as the resolution variable at the top of Figure 1 . In the traversal tree T τ , the clause yv k will be the child of the clause v 1 v 2 ···v k which is derived using y as the resolution variable. In addition, as shown in Figure 2 , c j is in the sub-derivation of R rooted at yv k . Therefore, if there is any clause c j which is not visited before yv k in the traversal, then there will be a branch in T τ containing two uses of y as a 2 We define a partial truth assignment α τ as follows.
where T , F , and * represent the values True, False, and "undefined". The third situation arises when neither clause precedes yv k in τ . The partial assignment α τ induces a (partial) truth assignment on literals in the obvious way, and α τ satisfies Γ provided every C i ∈ Γ contains at least one literal that is set to True by α τ .
Lemma 3
The traversal τ is regular if and only if α τ satisfies Γ.
To prove the lemma, first suppose α τ satisfies Γ. Then each clause C j in Γ contains some literal such that α τ ( ) = T . Letting, u * i equal u i or u i , respectively, if is x i or x i , this means u * i v i is traversed in τ before yv k . Therefore, since C j is one of the clauses containing , the unit clause c j is also traversed before yv k .
It follows, that if α τ satisfies Γ, then every c j is traversed before yv k . This suffices to make the traversal τ regular. Now suppose α τ does not satisfy Γ. Let C j be a clause in Γ that is not made true by α τ . By Lemma 2, this means that there is no u * i v i which is traversed before yv k which has the unit clause c j in its sub-derivation. Therefore, c j is traversed after yv k . This ensures that τ is not a regular traversal since y is used as a resolution variable both to derive the clause v 1 v 2 ···v k from yv k , and to derive c j , and since c j is in the sub-derivation rooted at yv k .
2 Lemma 3 shows that if R has a regular traversal, then Γ is satisfiable. On the other hand, if α is a satisfying assignment for Γ, then it is straightforward to construct a traversal τ such that α τ = α.
That completes the proof of the theorem.
